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ABSTRACT
Sugar monomers originating from well-controlled hydrolysis of hemicelluloses appearing in
biomass are important platform molecules and they can be further valorized by catalytic
hydrogenation, oxidation and isomerization. Oxidation of sugar monomers with molecular
oxygen in the presence of gold catalysts is a green pathway for obtaining sugar acids which
are useful for alimentary, pharmaceutical and construction industries.
Catalytic oxidation of sugar mixtures on gold nanoparticles supported on aluminium oxide
extrudates was studied in an aqueous environment to reveal the interaction of intrinsic
kinetics, catalyst deactivation and mass transfer effects. The oxidation kinetics of two sugar
monomers, arabinose and glucose and their mixtures in the presence of gold nanoparticles
was determined. Several oxidation experiments were conducted in a laboratory-scale
semibatch reactor at 70oC, pH 8 and atmospheric pressure. SpinChemTm mixing technology
was applied to immobilize the catalyst particles in the reactor and to create vigorous
turbulence suppressing external mass transfer limitations around the particles. The reaction
kinetics was monitored by measuring the concentrations of the reactants and products by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The gold catalyst extrudates were
characterized with transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), nitrogen physisorption and particle size analysis.
A decline of the oxidation activity was observed in successive semibatch experiments with
recycled catalyst extrudates. It was confirmed by inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICPOES) that the reason for the deactivation was leaching of gold. The kinetic results revealed
strong internal mass transfer limitations inside the pores of the catalyst extrudates. A
mathematical model was derived for the reaction kinetics, catalyst deactivation and internal
mass transfer and the parameters of the model were successfully estimated by non-linear
regression analysis. With the mathematical model, the performance of catalyst particles of
different sizes can be predicted, which is important for scale-up and in shifting from
discontinuous to continuous oxidation technology in future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, alternative feedstock and more sustainable technologies are continuously under
development and research, with the aim of avoiding or reducing the use of fossil resources in
future [1]. The biorefinery approach comprises all the processes, new technologies and
equipment to produce bioenergy and bio-products from renewable carbon resources. The
biorefinery feedstock is highly diversified including for instance, lignocelluloses, algae and
waste materials. Earth generates 1.3 billion tons per year of biomass out of which only 3% is
consumed by mankind. In Europe, the availability of biomass is limited, therefore
technological improvements are needed to create a flexible and efficient industry of the future
[2].
Lignocellulosic biomass is of particular interest consisting of lignin (15-30wt%) [3], cellulose
(40-60wt%) [4], and hemicelluloses (15-30wt%) [5]. Cellulose and hemicelluloses are
polysaccharides made up by sugar monomers. Cellulose is a straight-chain polymer formed by
β-glucose monomers while hemicelluloses are branched polymers consisting of several
different monomers of pentoses and hexoses [6-16]. By controlled hydrolysis of
hemicelluloses under mild conditions, aldoses are obtained which can be oxidized to sugar
acids [6-8]. This work is focused on the oxidation arabinose and glucose as model molecules
representing five- and six-carbon sugars. Gluconic and arabinonic acids are the main products
of the oxidation reaction.
Gluconic and arabinonic acids have many applications, for instance, they are used as additives
in pharmaceutical, alimentary, and cosmetic industries. Moreover, the conjugate base of
gluconic acid, gluconate, along with several minerals are applied in medical injections and
cleaning products [9]. Recent investigations report the chelating properties of gluconic acid to
extract rare earth metals under mild pH conditions instead of using sulphuric acid [10].
Sugar acids are obtained by selective oxidation of the carbonyl or hydroxyl group in the
original sugar. The reaction routes for the oxidation of two sugar monomers, glucose and
arabinose are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. These reactions proceed in an aqueous
environment on noble metal catalysts, such as gold and palladium. Molecular oxygen is used
as the oxidation agent and the pH is adjusted by addition of sodium hydroxide into the
reaction mixture. Depending on the pH, the product distribution is shifted either to the sugar
acid or the salt of the acid.
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Figure 1. Glucose oxidation scheme [17].

Figure 2. Arabinose oxidation scheme [18].

The sugar oxidation with molecular oxygen takes place in two main stages in the predominant
route. On the metal surface, the dehydration of the hydroxyl group takes place, resulting in
the creation of the corresponding lactone which reacts further with OH- ions giving the sugar
salt [17,18] (Figures 1-2). Based on the work of Correia da Silva et al [18] and Kusema et al
[19] who studied the oxidation of arabinose, a plausible reaction mechanism can be
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presumed. It is reasonable to assume that glucose and arabinose follow a similar pattern, and
gluconolactone and arabinolactone appear as intermediate compounds. The mechanism
implies that the rate is dependent on the partial pressure of oxygen.
Noble metal catalysts, such as palladium, platinum and gold, are particularly efficient in the
oxidation of carbohydrates since they present a high activity and selectivity to the
corresponding sugar acids at moderate temperatures [20-22]. Indeed, gold catalysts have
clear benefits compared to other noble metals. During the reaction, the catalytic metal (Pt,
Pd) can be poisoned by adsorbed oxygen reducing their activity while gold does not show this
behaviour [23]. The activity and selectivity of gold are related to the number of defect sites on
the surface area of the gold nanoparticles and the interface between the gold particles and
the support. The highest oxidation activity was found with nanoparticles with diameters of
around 2 nm [19].
Catalyst supports containing have demonstrated a higher catalytic activity than the ones
without oxygen [24]. Higher oxidation rates have been observed with aluminium oxide
support compared to carbon support, probably because gold particles on carbon are typically
larger, which is unfavourable for the oxidation process.
Previous studies on sugar oxidation have been mainly conducted in batch reactors using
different kinds of powder catalysts [15],[18],[19],[21],[23], [26]. However, the implementation
of a continuous reactor technology is one important aspect to be developed in future studies.
A continuous process has several advantages compared to batch and semi-batch processes.
For continuous operation, process automation is easier and cleaning of the reactor system is
needed rather seldom. Continuous reactors are very well suited for large-scale production
because production stops are not needed between the batches. The product quality obtained
from a continuous process is more uniform than from a discontinuous process.
To move towards this goal, a novel mixing technology known as SpinchemTM was implemented
in the experimental setup. This technology keeps catalyst extrudates immobile in a batch
reactor in order to get similar results to those which are obtained with a continuous packed
bed reactor. The Spinchem device enhances mass transfer, suppressing external mass transfer
limitations and improves the contact between the liquid and gas phases [25]. Before shifting
to a continuous process, the best possible catalyst should be selected. Thus the activity,
selectivity and durability of gold catalyst extrudates were screened in this work to predict its
potential for a continuous reactor.
Our previous work was focused on the kinetic modelling of sugar oxidation [18,26]. The
reaction was conducted with a finely dispersed powder catalyst to minimize mass transfer
limitations and to reveal the intrinsic kinetics on the catalyst surface. However, the big issue
in the scale-up of a catalytic three-phase process is the shift from finely dispersed catalyst
powders to larger particles, because the internal diffusion resistance can become prominent
as the catalyst layer thickness is increased from a micrometer scale to a millimeter scale.
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The current work is devoted to the study of gold catalyst extrudates applicable in continuous
reactors. The aim is to reveal the interaction of intrinsic kinetics and mass transfer effects and
to provide a quantitative mathematical model for these strongly coupled phenomena.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1 Catalyst materials
Gold was deposited on alumina via the precipitation-deposition method using hydrogen
tetrachloroaurate(ııı) hydrate (99.9% metal basis, 49% Au, from Alfa Aesar and ABCR GmbH)
as the precursor. It is the most common way to prepare alumina supported gold catalysts. The
catalyst preparation process was performed at 70oC, increasing the pH gradually until it
reached pH 8 because the precipitation of Au is related to the existence of neutral species.
Once the desired pH was achieved, the reaction was continued at constant temperature and
pH for three hours. After completing the preparation, the catalyst was washed with distilled
water and filtered to remove chlorine species. Finally, the material was dried out overnight at
100oC, followed by calcination for six hours at maximum of 300oC.
Gold on aluminum oxide extrudates (AUROlite™ Au/Al2O3, Strem Chemicals) were used in
kinetic experiments. The fresh extrudates had an average diameter of 1 mm and a length
between 2 and 4 mm. For the sake of comparison, some extrudates were crushed to powder
and experiments were carried out with the powder.

2.2 Catalyst characterization methods
A laser diffraction equipment, Mastersizer 3000 equipped with a Hydro EV wet sample
dispersion unit (Malvern Pananalytical Ltd.), was used for evaluating the macroscopic particle
size distributions of selected solid catalyst samples. The catalyst particles were dispersed in
water and the dispersion was pumped continuously through the measurement chamber.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to determine the distributions of metal
nanoparticles on the catalyst support. TEM (JEM-1400Plus, JEOL Ltd.) was performed with a
suspension of the gold catalyst in ethanol. The particle size distributions were calculated with
the software ImageJ.
An inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer, ICP-OES, (Optima 5300 DV,
Perkin Elmer Inc.) was used to analyse the amount of gold in the liquid and solid samples. The
sample of the solid catalyst was dissolved completely in an acid mixture consisting of nitric
acid and hydrochloric acid. The fresh and recycled catalysts were analysed.
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2.3 Experimental setup
The kinetic studies were carried out in an isothermal laboratory-scale semi-batch system
displayed in Figure 3. The core of the experimental equipment was a transparent glass reactor
with a 250 mL capacity equipped with a heating/cooling jacket using distilled water. The
temperature and pH of the reaction medium were measured by an automatic system
controlled by a 907 Titrando device (Metrohm AG). This device added automatically NaOH to
the solution to maintain a constant pH during the experiment. NaOH solutions with
concentrations from 0.2 M to 1.0 M were used for controlling the pH, depending on the
reaction time of the experiment. The reactor content was stirred by a propeller head made
from stainless steel, under which the Spinchem device was located. The catalyst particles and
some plastic spheres to avoid breaking the catalyst were placed inside this device. A typical
stirring rate in the experiments was 900-1000 rpm. A typical liquid volume was maximally
250mL and the mass of catalyst in the reactor was 1 g. The sugar solution was filled in the
reactor while the oxygen-nitrogen mixture flow was continuously added by a Brooks 5850S
mass flow control device. The reactor had a safety gas outlet which maintained the total
pressure constant at 1 atm and the reactor was coupled to a cooling system connected to a
water line. In this way, completely isothermal conditions were preserved.
2.4 Kinetic experiments
Somewhat different procedures were applied because both powder and extrudate catalysts
were used, but the general idea was the same. The aqueous solutions of sugar mixtures
consisting of L-arabinose (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99%) and anhydrous D-glucose (Fluka, ≥98%) were
prepared in a 150 mL beaker and heated until the desired reaction temperature (70 oC) was
reached. The mixture was added to the reactor under an inert atmosphere created by flushing
the system with argon. The powder catalyst was added into the reactor before the solution
when the reactor was under inert atmosphere at the desired temperature, while extrudates
were placed in the Spinchem basket. The Spinchem device was filled with 1 g of the catalyst
and 1 mm diameter plastic spheres, which prevented breakages.
The pre-heated reactor was kept at 73oC when the sugar solution was added to the reactor.
Under a well-controlled pH and temperature, the solution remained inside the reactor until
the pH and temperature were constant. At this moment, a mixture of 5 mL/min of oxygen and
35 mL/min of argon was fed into the reactor vessel. The pH was controlled with Titrando
equipment which added NaOH automatically. The concentration of the NaOH solution was
different depending whether the reaction was performed with a powder catalyst or
extrudates: the extrudate catalyst showed low rates in comparison with the powder catalyst,
thus a small droplet of a strong NaOH solution generates a too big impact on the pH.
Consequently, a solution of 1.0 M NaOH was used for the powder catalyst and 0.2 M NaOH
for the extrudates.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup.
The samples of ca 1 mL were withdrawn with a syringe for chemical analysis. For powder
catalysts and extrudates, a 0.45 μm PVDF filter was used to exclude the catalyst from the
samples. The samples were analysed with high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).
The details of the chromatographic analysis are reported in the previous publications by our
group [18, 26].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Kinetic experiments were performed both with the catalyst powder and the extrudates. The
powder catalyst was used to elucidate the intrinsic reaction kinetics and investigate the
activity of the catalyst. Moreover, the main part of the investigation was focused on the
oxidation experiments with the commercial catalyst extrudates in the presence of diffusion
limitations. Experimental parameters such as temperature and pH have been previously
studied, concluding that very feasible operation conditions are 70oC, pH 8 and an oxygen
partial pressure of 0.125 atm [18].
6

3.1 Powder and extrudate catalysts – diffusion phenomena
To investigate the existence of diffusion limitations inside the catalyst pores, various
experiments using different catalyst particle sizes were compared. The experiments were
carried out under identical conditions: 70oC, pH 8, 1:1 initial molar ratio of the sugars,
0.125atm of oxygen partial pressure and stirring rates exceeding 900 rpm. The macroscopic
particle size distribution of the catalyst was measured and the results of the particle size
measurements are shown in Figure 4. The oxidation was performed with powder catalyst,
crushed extrudates and original extrudates. Four experiments were compared with
a)
b)
c)
d)

a powder catalyst, the mean particle size of the powder was below 65 µm.
a crushed catalyst of the small size, 90 % of the particles were above 371 µm.
a crushed catalyst of a larger size, 90 % of the particles were above 732 µm.
extrudates, using the Spinchem rotating basket reactor.

a)

b)
Figure 4. Catalyst particle size distributions: small crushed catalyst (a), big crushed catalyst
(b).
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Figure 5. Glucose (a) and arabinose (b) consumption at different catalyst particle sizes.

Figure 5 shows clearly a decreasing oxidation rate with an increasing particle size, which
confirms the existence of mass transfer limitations, which might be mainly caused by slow
internal mass transfer in the catalyst pores, because external mass transfer limitations are
negligible due to the very high stirring rate (900-1000 rpm).
3.2 Catalyst durability in successive experiments
As the results revealed a clear effect of the internal mass transfer, the reaction times were
much longer with the extrudates. The reaction times were increased from three hours with
the powder catalyst (to obtain ca. 100% conversion) to more than three days with the
extrudates.
To investigate the catalyst durability, three different experiments were conducted using the
same recycled particles inside the Spinchem device. The oxidation reaction was performed at
70oC, pH 8, oxygen partial pressure of 0.125atm, stirring rate exceeding 900rpm, 1:1 initial
molar ratio of arabinose-to-glucose and 1g of catalyst. Between the experiments, the system
was washed several times with deionized water while the heater and the stirrer were kept on
to ensure proper cleaning. After each experiment, the reactor was filled with argon to
maintain an inert atmosphere.
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Figure 6. Oxidation kinetics of sugar mixtures: first (a), second (b) and third (c) use of the gold
catalyst extrudates.
A clear catalyst deactivation was confirmed in successive experiments as illustrated in Figure
6. The overall oxidation rate and the selectivity changed from one cycle to the next. In the first
use, the main products were arabinonic acid and gluconic acid, but in the following ones the
amount of glucoronic acid was noticeably increased. Figure 7 displays the comparison of the
glucose consumption in the experiments.
A reason for the catalyst deactivation can be leaching of gold, which has been reported to be
important even at neutral pH [28]. Catalyst leaching is an irreversible phenomenon leading to
the disappearance of active sites from the surfaces of heterogeneous catalysts operating in
the liquid phase. Many new processes in biorefineries use this kind of catalysts, which means
that mitigation of leaching is very crucial [29].
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Figure 7. Glucose consumption kinetics in three successive experiments with recycled gold
catalyst extrudates.

To check the possible leaching of gold into the liquid phase, three catalyst samples (fresh, used
once and used three times) were analysed with ICP-OES. The results are collected in Table 1.

Table 1. Gold content in catalyst samples.
Sample
Fresh
1st use
3rd use

Wt%
0.86
0.82
0.75

The results suggest that gold is to some extent dissolved into the aqueous phase, partially
explaining the catalyst deactivation.

3.3 Kinetics of sugar mixtures: the effect of the molar ratio
The experiments with different initial molar ratios were conducted to investigate which sugar
is preferentially oxidized, i.e. arabinose or glucose. The reference conditions were the 1:1
glucose-to-arabinose initial molar ratio at pH 8, 70oC, 900rpm and 1g of catalyst. Two
additional experiments were performed by changing the glucose-to-arabinose molar ratio to
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2:1 and 1:2 under identical conditions. The results are displayed in Figure 8, which shows that
both sugars were oxidized simultaneously on the catalyst surface.
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Figure 8. Oxidation of glucose and arabinose. Initial molar ratios: a) G:A=1:1, b) G:A=2:1, c)

G:A=1:2.

By checking the mass balance it can be concluded that the selectivity of glucose oxidation to
gluconic acid is very far from 100%, given that some of glucose was oxidazed to glucoronic
acid and other by-products. It should be also mentioned that the peak of the isomerization
compound of arabinose, ribulose, was overlapping with the peak of the gluconic acid in the
chromatogram. Furthermore, it is observed in the mass balance that the amount of arabinonic
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acid does not correspond exactly the converted amount of arabinose, which indicates that
there is a by-product originating from glucose which has a residence time similar to that of
arabinonic acid in the chromatographic analysis.
.

3.4 Nanoparticle size distribution
Two different samples were analysed with TEM. The fresh and the spent catalyst extrudates
collected after the reaction were studied. The TEM images are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. TEM images of the fresh (upper) and spent (lower) catalyst samples.
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Figure 10. Size distribution of gold nanoparticles in the spent catalyst.

For the fresh catalyst, the average size of the gold nanoparticles was 2-3 nm. The distribution
of gold nanoparticles in the spent catalyst was determined in order to reveal whether there
were any changes after the reaction, such as sintering, which can appear after the oxidation
process. The particle size distribution diagram is presented in Figure 10. From the particle size
analysis, it was confirmed that the average size of gold nanoparticles was 3 nm in accordance
with the specifications of the fresh catalyst.

4. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF KINETIC AND DIFFUSION EFFECTS
4.1 Oxygen solubility and external mass transfer
The use of the Spinchem device suppresses external mass transfer limitations because of very
intensive stirring and turbulence around the catalyst particles. The quantitative interpretation
of the experimental data is required to understand how the internal mass transfer limitations,
i.e. slow diffusion inside the catalyst pores, influence the overall kinetics. Moreover, it is
important to verify whether the amount of oxygen supplied is sufficient to saturate the liquid
phase.
The oxygen solubility is strongly dependent on the temperature and the amount of the
dissolved electrolyte. In both cases, they are inversely proportional, which means that the
oxygen solubility decreases with an increasing temperature and electrolyte concentration.
The expression in Table 2 gives the concentration of dissolved oxygen as a function of pressure
and temperature in pure water [30,31].
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Considering the actual partial pressure of oxygen (0.125 atm) and temperature (343.15 K), the
saturation concentration of dissolved oxygen in water is estimated to be 1.03 *10-4mol/L. In
fact, the liquid phase was not pure water, because it contained organic compounds as well as
dissolved sodium and hydroxide ions (pH=8). The dissolved electrolyte salt usually decreases
the solubility of oxygen and Henry’s constant for the pure solvent (H0) can be corrected using
the salting-out factors of the electrolytes (h) dissolved using the equation given in ref. [32]
(Table 2).
The estimation of the Henry’s constant for oxygen in water and in the NaOH solution with
pH=8 and complete formation of the salt from the sugar acid (cNa = 0.15 mol/L) showed that
the effect of the electrolyte on the solubility of oxygen was minor under the experimental
conditions: the solubility of oxygen in this electrolyte solution is 98.3% of that in pure water,
i.e. 1.012 *10-4mol/L.

Table 2 Data for oxygen solubility
i

hi/L/mol

ci /mol/L

OHNa+
O2 (hG)

0.084
0.1143
0

1.0*10-6
0.15
1.1012*10-4

Saturation concentration of oxygen in pure water:
𝐶0,O2 =

55.56 PO2
5596.17 1049668
−
)−PO2
𝑇
𝑇2

exp(3.71814+

mol/L = 1.03 *10-4mol/L

Effect of electrolytes on oxygen solubility:
𝐻

𝐶0,O2

0

𝐶O2 ,

ln 𝐻 = ln

= ∑(ℎi + ℎG ) 𝐶i = 1.7145*10-4

H/H0 = 1.01729
CO2/C0,O2= 0.983
𝐶O2 = 1.012 *10-4mol/L
__________________________________________________________________________

The oxygen flow in the experiments was 5 mL/min at 70oC and 1.0atm and the maximum liquid
volume was 250 mL, which was the most restrictive situation. Under these conditions and
assuming the ideal gas behavior, the oxygen flow was 1.77*10-4 mol/min. For the maximun
reaction volume of 250 mL, the flux would be 7.11*10-4 mol/(L min).
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Figure 11. Oxygen requirement for a) glucose and b) arabinose.

The slopes displayed in Figure 11 show the amount of oxygen needed per volume and time
for each component when the reaction rate is highest, i.e. at the beginning of the experiment.
The sum of the slopes represents the total oxygen flow requirement being 1.65*10-4 mol/(L
min).
Comparing the calculated experimental data of the oxygen feed, 7.11*10-4 mol/(L min) to the
required in the initial rate 1.65*10-4 mol/(L min), it can be concluded that the oxygen feed
flow guarantees the saturation of oxygen in the liquid phase. At a later stage of the reaction,
the oxygenation rate decreased, while the oxygen flow into the system was maintained
constant, which confirms that the gas-liquid mass transfer of oxygen was not the limiting
factor in the experiments.

4.2 Rate equations
A simplified kinetic model comprising the main reactions is considered. Arabinose is oxidized
to arabinonic acid, while glucose is oxidized to gluconic and glucuronic acids. Glucose and
arabinose are isomerized to fructose and ribulose, respectively. The model is based on the
following stoichiometry consisting of five overall reactions (R1-R5),
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𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐 + 1⁄2 𝑂2 → 𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑂
𝐴𝑟𝑎 + 1⁄2 𝑂2 → 𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑂
𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐 + 1⁄2 𝑂2 → 𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑅𝑂
𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐 →
𝐴𝑟𝑎 →

R1
R2
R3

𝐹𝑟𝑢𝑐

R4

𝑅𝑖𝑏

R5

The isomerization reactions R4 and R5 are in principle reversible, but because of the very low
concentrations of fructose and ribulose they are treated as irreversible reactions here. In the
derivation of the rate equations, the adsorption of the compounds on the catalyst surface is
taken into account. The following reactions (R7-R9) describe the reversible adsorption of the
reactants,
𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐 + ∗ ↔

𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐 ∗

R7
R8

𝐴𝑟𝑎 + ∗ ↔ 𝐴𝑟𝑎 ∗
𝑂2 + ∗ ↔

R9

𝑂2 ∗

where * denotes an adsorption site on the catalyst surface. Molecular adsorption of oxygen is
presumed and the adsorption steps are assumed to be in quasi-equilibria, while the surface
reaction steps are considered to be irreversible and rate limiting.
The surface reaction kinetics is given by the expressions
𝑅1 = 𝑘1 𝜃Gluc 𝜃O2 (𝑎)2
(1)
𝑅2 = 𝑘2 𝜃Ara 𝜃O2 (𝑎)2

(2)

𝑅3 = 𝑘3 𝜃Gluc 𝜃O2 (𝑎)2

(3)

𝑅4 = 𝑘4 𝜃Gluc 𝑎

(4)

𝑅5 = 𝑘5 𝜃Ara 𝑎

(5)

where a is the catalyst activity factor, which is proportional to the total concentration of
available surface sites (C0).
The total mass balance of the active sites on the catalyst surface should be one while the
coverage of each compound on the catalyst surface is proportional to the concentration of
the compound inside the pores, according to the ideal adsorption theory of Langmuir,
𝜃i = 𝐾i 𝐶i 𝜃v
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(6)

∑ θi = 1

(7)

In fact the fractional coverages are related to the total concentration of active sites on the
catalyst surface,
𝜃i = Ci /C0

(8)

From the ideal adsorption theory and the presumption of rate limiting steps, the rate
equations can be expressed as
𝑘1 CGluc 𝐶O2 (𝑎)2
(1 + 𝐾Glu 𝐶Gluc + 𝐾Ara CAra + 𝐾O CO2 )2

𝑅1 =

(9)

𝑘2 𝐶Ara 𝐶O2 (𝑎)2
=
(1 + 𝐾Glu 𝐶Gluc + 𝐾Ara 𝐶Ara + 𝐾O 𝐶O2 )2

(10)

𝑘3 𝐶Gluc 𝐶O2 (𝑎)2
(1 + 𝐾Glu 𝐶Gluc + 𝐾Ara 𝐶Ara + 𝐾O 𝐶O2 )2

(11)

𝑅4 =

𝑘4 𝐶Gluc 𝑎
1 + 𝐾Glu 𝐶Gluc + 𝐾Ara 𝐶Ara + 𝐾O 𝐶O2

(12)

𝑅5 =

𝑘5 𝐶Ara 𝑎
1 + 𝐾Glu 𝐶Gluc + 𝐾Ara 𝐶Ara + 𝐾O 𝐶O2

(13)

𝑅2

𝑅3 =

Based on these hypotheses, the production and consumption rates of the components are
summarized below,
𝑟Gluc = −(𝑅1 + 𝑅3 + 𝑅4 ) 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(14)

𝑟Ara = −(𝑅2 + 𝑅5 ) 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(15)

𝑟GlucO = 𝑅1 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(16)

𝑟AraO = 𝑅2 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(17)

𝑟GlucRO = 𝑅3 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(18)

𝑟Fruc = 𝑅4 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(19)

𝑟Rib = 𝑅5 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(20)

𝑟O2 = −0.5(𝑅1 + 𝑅2 + 𝑅3 ) 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑡

(21)

The activity factor (a) describes the disappearance of the active sites because of leaching of
the active metal. The decline of the activity is given by the differential equation
𝑑𝐶0
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘(𝐶0 − 𝐶0 ∗)𝛼

(22)
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where C0 * is the limit concentration of active sites after a long reaction time or numerous
recycles of the catalyst, α is an empirical exponent and C0 denotes the total concentration of
active sites at time moment t.
After introducing an activity factor a=C0/C00 and a limiting activity factor a*=C0*/C00
𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝐶00 𝛼−1 (𝑎 − 𝑎 ∗)𝛼

(23)

where C00 is the total concentration of active sites at the beginning of the experiment.
Equation (23) can be easily solved analytically giving the time dependent functions
𝑎 = 𝑎 ∗ +((1 − 𝑎 ∗)1−𝛼 + (𝛼 − 1)𝑘𝐶00 𝛼−1 𝑡)1/(1−𝛼) , α≠1

(24a-b)

𝑎 = 𝑎 ∗ +(1 − 𝑎 ∗)𝑒 −𝑘𝑡 , α=1

4.3 Pseudo-homogeneous model
If the internal diffusion effects are invoked in the rate parameters, a pseudo-homogeneous
reactor model can be written in form of mass balances
𝑑𝑛i
= 𝑟i 𝑚cat
𝑑𝑡

(25)

In the first stage of the mathematical modelling, the ordinary differential equations (25) were
solved using the amounts of substance (molar amounts) instead of concentrations due to the
volume change during the reaction. The main reason for the volume change is the addition of
NaOH into the reaction mixture for the pH adjustment.
For a constant oxygen concentration and low sugar concentrations – or low adsorption affinity
- the rate equations (9)-(13) would predict first order behaviour with respect to the sugar
concentrations. Thus a preliminary approach is to prepare a first order test plot of the
experimental data. The test plot is based on the normalized logarithmic concentrations versus
the reaction time. If the plot is linear, the system follows first-order kinetics with respect to
the sugar concentration. The results of this preliminary analysis are displayed in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. First order test plot for glucose (left) and arabinose (right) oxidation.

The clear deviations upwards from the logarithmic plots confirms that the effective reaction
order in the sugar concentration is less than one. This is in agreement with the mechanistic
rate equations (9)-(13). From the chemical viewpoint, the deviation from first order kinetics
can be explained by adsorption of the sugar molecules on the catalyst surface. As the reaction
progresses, the sugar concentration decreases and the effective reaction order approaches
one [32].
To evaluate the applicability of the kinetic model proposed, it was solved numerically with
backward difference method (software Julia). The estimation of the apparent kinetic
constants without taking into account the mass transfer limitations inside the catalyst pores
gives an idea about the accuracy of the preliminary approach. The optimization problem was
solved by the minimization of the objective function, the sum of squares
𝑛

𝑚

𝑄 = ∑ ∑(𝐶exp 𝑖,𝑗 − 𝐶est 𝑖,𝑗 )2

(26)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

where n is the number of chemical components and m is the number of time points in the
experiment. Keeping in mind that the volume was continuously increasing due to the addition
of NaOH during the experiment, the change in liquid volume was updated by interpolation of
the real volumetric data of the NaOH addition and withdrawal of liquid samples
𝑡

𝑉(𝑡) = 𝑉0 + ∫0 𝑉′added 𝑑𝑡 − 𝑉sampling (𝑡)

(27)

The estimated parameter values are listed in Table 3 and the fit of the model to the
experimental data is illustrated in Figure 13 for the initial molar ratios glucose-to-arabinose
(G:A) 1:1, 2:1 and 1:2. An independent simulation example is provided in Figure 14.
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This kind of multiparameter model leads inevitably to correlations between the parameters
as confirmed by the correlation matrix provided in Table 3. Therefore some attempts were
made to simplify the model. The following simplifications were investigated: the adsorption
constant of glucose is negligible compared to that of arabinose (Kgluc<<Kara, Kgluc→0), the
adsorption constants of the sugars are equal (Kara=Kglu) and finally, the adsorption constant of
arabinose was neglected. Setting the adsorption constant of arabinose to zero impaired the
sum of squares (Q) considerable which is expected because the adsorption affinity of
arabinose is higher than that of glucose. On the other hand, neglecting the adsorption
constant of glucose gave an equally good fit to the data compared to the complete model and
the parameter estimation statistics was improved, because the number of adjustable
parameters were less than in the complete model. Setting the adsorption parameters of
arabinose and glucose equal was not a good hypothesis as reported in Table 3, because the
sum of squares was clearly higher than for the general model. Catalyst deactivation was not
included in this stage of modelling.

Table 3. Parameter estimation results for the pseudo-homogeneous model (without catalyst
deactivation)
General case
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Estimated parameter

Value

Error/%

𝑘1 (m6/mol.s.kgau)

76.481

69.6

𝑘2 (m6/mol.s.kgau)

125.26

65.5

𝑘4 (m3/s.kgau)

0.010687

58.5

𝐾𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐 (m3/mol)

0.23933

108.7

𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎 (m3/mol)

2.08362

39.3

𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖 (m3/mol)

1505.8

40.3

Correlation matrix
𝑘1
𝑘1

1.0

𝑘2

0.986
0.660

𝑘4

𝐾𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐 -0.747
0.887

𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎
𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖

0.968

𝑘2

𝑘4

𝐾𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐

𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎

𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖

0.986

0.660

-0.747

0.887

0.968

1.0

0.655

-0.787

0.921

0.962

0.655

1.0

-0.418

0.557

0.645

-0.787

-0.418

1.0

-0.776

-0.779

0.921

0.557

-0.776

1.0

0.801

0.962

0.645

-0.779

0.807

1.0

Adsorption of glucose negligible: Kgluc=0
Estimated parameter

Value

Error/%

𝑘1 (m6/mol.s.Kgau)

38.737

28.7

𝑘2 (m6/mol.s.Kgau)

63.722

31.6

𝑘4 (m3/s.Kgau)

0.0074935

49.0

𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎 (m3/mol)

1.4217

25.6

𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖 (m3/mol)

1154

18.4

Correlation matrix
𝑘1

𝑘2

𝑘4

𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎

𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖

𝑘1

1.0

0.908

0.306

0.565

0.762

𝑘2

0.908

1.0

0.316

0.587

0.771

𝑘4

0.306

0.317

1.0

0.243

0.229

𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎

0.565

0.587

0.243

1.0

-0.0041

𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖

0.762

0.771

0.229

-0.00408

1.0

Summary
Sum of squares (Q)
General case
17930
Kara=0
21469
Kgluc=0
17915
Kgluc=Kara
19288
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Figure 13. Model fit of glucose and arabinose oxidation at 70oC for initial molar ratios
G:A=1:1,G:A=2:1 and G:A=1:2.
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Figure 14. Predicted behaviour of the oxidation of arabinose and glucose to the
correspondent sugar acids at 70oC for initial molar ratios G:A=3:1,G:A=1:4 and G:A=10:1.
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In the next stage of the modelling effort, the catalyst deactivation observed in successive
experiments with the recycled catalyst (Figure 7) was taken into account. The semi-empirical
approach given by equation (24) was applied. Compared to the basic kinetic model, the
deactivation model has three additional parameters: the rate constant of deactivation (kdeact)
order of the deactivation kinetics (α) and the asymptotic activity (a*). The parameter
estimation results are summarized in Table 4. The estimation results indicate that the
asymptotic activity approached after long reaction times is approximately a*=0.5, i.e. even in
the long run, the gold catalyst preserves a part of its original activity. An estimation of the
deactivation order gave α=0.7. For the sake of comparison, additional estimations were
conducted by fixing the α-value a priori. Values exceeding 1 impaired the sum of squares (Q)
considerably, whereas α-values 2/3…1 gave the best description of the catalyst deactivation
kinetics. The fit of the deactivation model is shown in Figure 15, indicating that the model is
able to describe the behaviour of the system in a satisfactory way.

Table 4. Parameter estimation results: deactivation modelling

𝑎 = 𝑎 ∗ +(1 − 𝑎 ∗)𝑒 −𝑘𝑡 ,

α=1

Estimated parameter
𝑘1 (m6/mol.s.kgau)
𝑘2 (m6/mol.s.kgau)
𝑘4 (m3/s.kgau)
𝐾𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐 (m3/mol)
𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎 (m3/mol)
𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖 (m3/mol)
𝑘 (h-1)
𝑎 ∗ (-)
Sum of squares (Q) = 3735

Value
359.01
817.69
0.08071
1.9885
2.9452
3228.7
0.01964
0.47282

Error/%
39
39
21
232
176
27
25
9

𝑎 = 𝑎 ∗ +((1 − 𝑎 ∗)1−𝛼 + (𝛼 − 1)𝑘𝐶00 𝛼−1 𝑡)1/(1−𝛼) , α≠1
Estimated parameter
𝑘1 (m6/mol.s.kgau)
𝑘2 (m6/mol.s.kgau)
𝑘4 (m3/s.kgau)
𝐾𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐 (m3/mol)
𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎 (m3/mol)
𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖 (m3/mol)
𝑘 ((m3/mol) α-1 h-1)
𝑎 ∗ (-)
α (-)
Sum of squares (Q) = 3743
24

Value
38.400
85.683
0.026282
0.96615
0.829068
992.3059
0.0016456
0.50404
0.730348

Error/%
7
73
38
334
384
36
37
17
55

𝑎 = 𝑎 ∗ +((1 − 𝑎 ∗)1−𝛼 + (𝛼 − 1)𝑘𝐶00 𝛼−1 𝑡)1/(1−𝛼) , α= 2/3
Estimated parameter
𝑘1 (m6/mol.s.kgau)
𝑘2 (m6/mol.s.kgau)
𝑘4 (m3/s.kgau)
𝐾𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐 (m3/mol)
𝐾𝑎𝑟𝑎 (m3/mol)
𝐾𝑜𝑥𝑖 (m3/mol)
𝑘 ((m3/mol) α-1 h-1)
𝑎 ∗ (-)
Sum of squares (Q) = 3743

Value
35.7251
79.339029
0.02529
1.2898
0.435779
966.099
0.0009079
0.50226

Error/%
56
57
29
312
809
36
11
16

Summary
α
1/2
2/3
0.73
1
2

Sum of squares (Q)
3793
3744
3744
3735
20012

Figure 15. Reactant and product generation kinetics in three successive experiments with
recycled gold catalyst extrudates (Figure 7). Continuous lines: model prediction.
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4.4 Internal mass transfer and reaction in catalyst extrudates
Because the internal mass transfer resistance is prominent in the catalyst extrudates, a model
for coupled reaction and diffusion is needed. The mass balance for a component (i) inside a
porous catalyst with radius (r) depends on the diffusion flux (Ni) and the reaction rate (ri) of
each component. It can be written as
𝜀P

𝑑𝐶i
𝑑(𝑁i 𝑟 𝑠 )
=− 𝑠
+ 𝑟i 𝜌P
𝑑𝑡
𝑟 𝑑𝑟

(28)

The general shape factor (s) is a dimensionless number which defines the ratio between the
reaction rate and the intensity of the mass transport inside the particle [34]. It is a function of
the outer surface area and the volume of the particles,
𝐴P
𝑠 + 1 = ( )𝑅
𝑉P

(29)

For a cylindrical catalyst particle with the radius (R) and the length (L) the surface area is AP =
2 πR2+ 2 πRL and the volume is VP = πR2L. The shape factor becomes
𝑅
𝑠 =2 ( )+1
𝐿

(30)

For a long cylinder in which the length is much higher than the radius, the ratio R/L is small,
thus s approaches 1.
The extended description of diffusion phenomena is based on the molecular diffusion and
Knudsen diffusion theories. The Maxwell-Stefan approach provides a general set of equations
for describing mass transfer [35]. The detailed treatment can be found in many textbooks of
chemical engineering e.g. [36–38]. Knudsen diffusion prevails when the gas density is low and
the pores are small, while it is not observed in liquid solutions [33]. From the studies by Salmi
and Wärnå [39], where different diffusion models were compared, it can be concluded that a
simplified approach using the individual effective diffusion coefficients as a function of the
local concentration of each component inside the pores is very accurate.
The simplest description of the diffusion is Fick's law, where the flux is assumed to be
proportional to the concentration gradient,
𝑁i = −𝐷ei

𝑑𝐶i
𝑑𝑟

(31)

Inserting this expression in equation (28) gives
𝑑𝐶i 𝑠
𝑑𝐶i 𝑑 (𝐷e𝑖 𝑑𝑟 𝑟 )
𝜀P
=
+ 𝑟i 𝜌P
𝑑𝑡
𝑟 𝑠 𝑑𝑟

(32)

Assuming that the effective diffusion coefficient (Dei) is constant for each local concentration,
the equation obtains a differentiated form
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𝜀P

𝑑𝐶i
𝑑2 𝐶i 𝑠 𝑑𝐶i
= 𝐷ei ( 2 +
) + 𝑟i 𝜌P
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑟
𝑟 𝑑𝑟

(33)

A dimensionless coordinate (x=r/R) is introduced instead of the particle radius giving the
following equation
𝜀P

𝑑𝐶i 𝐷ei 𝑑2 𝐶i 𝑠 𝑑𝐶i
= 2( 2 +
) + 𝑟i 𝜌P
𝑑𝑡
𝑅 𝑑𝑥
𝑥 𝑑𝑥

(34)

The boundary conditions as well as initial conditions allow the equations to be solved by
robust numerical methods, such as the method of lines.
At the initial state, the concentration inside the particle of each component is presumed to be
zero. The concentration gradients at the centre of the particle are zero at any time during the
reaction because of symmetry reasons and the concentrations at the outer surfaces of the
particles are equal to the concentrations in the bulk phase because of high stirring speed. The
boundary conditions are summarized in the following equations
𝐶i (𝑡 = 0) = 0,
𝐶′i (𝑡 = 0) = 0,

𝑥 𝜖 [0,1]
𝑥 𝜖 [0,1]

𝐶i (𝑡) = 𝐶 ′ i (𝑡) ,
𝑥 =1
𝑑𝐶i
= 0,
𝑥 =0
𝑑𝑥

(35a-b)

(36a-b)

The concentration gradients at the outer surfaces of the particles are needed for the solution
of the mass balances in the bulk phase of the liquid. The accuracy of the numerical
computations can be improved by applying the quasi-steady state approach, (dCi/dt=0) and
equation (32) can be formally integrated,
𝑦

− ∫ 𝑑 (𝐷e𝑖
0

𝑅
𝑑𝐶i 𝑠
𝑟 ) = ∫ 𝑟i 𝜌P 𝑟 𝑠 𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑟
0

(37)

where y corresponds to the value of y = Dei dCi/dr rs at r=R at the external surface area of the
catalyst. Turning to the dimensionless coordinate the integral can be written as
1
𝑑𝐶i 𝑠
− 𝑑 (𝐷e𝑖
𝑟 ) = ∫ 𝑟i 𝜌P (𝑅𝑥)𝑠 𝑅𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑟
0

(38)

The particle density and radius are constant; thus they can be extracted out from the integral,
giving the expression
−𝐷ei

1
𝑑𝐶i
= 𝑅𝜌P ∫ 𝑟i 𝑥 s 𝑑𝑥
𝑅𝑑𝑥
0

(39)
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The term Dei (dCi/dx)/R corresponds to the diffusion flux inside the catalyst particle (Ni), which
becomes
1

𝑁i = 𝑅𝜌P ∫ 𝑟i 𝑥 s 𝑑𝑥

(40)

0

In case the system is governed exclusively by the intrinsic kinetics and no significant
concentration gradients appear inside the particle, the rate expression can be removed
outside from the integral and the flux expression for the intrinsic kinetic control becomes
𝑁i ′ =

𝑅𝜌P 𝑟′i
𝑠+1

(41)
where r’i denotes the rate calculated with the bulk-phase concentrations.
The effectiveness factors of the components (ηei) are obtained by dividing equation (40) with
equation (41),
(42)
𝜂ei =

𝑠+1 1 s
∫ 𝑟 𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝑟′i 0 i

4.5 Mass balances in the liquid bulk
Each chemical compound, reactant and product, is diluted in the aqueous phase, and the
concentrations of these components depend on the reaction time, except for oxygen which
was continuously fed to the system, ensuring the saturation in the liquid phase. Thus, the
oxygen concentration remained constant during the experiments and can therefore be
neglected from the mass balances of the liquid bulk phase. The high stirring speed removed
completely the external mass transfer limitations. Based on these facts, the mass balance for
the sugars and the oxidation products can be written as
𝑑𝑛i
= 𝑁i 𝐴′P
𝑑𝑡

(43)

where A’P represents the total outer surface of the catalyst particles in the liquid bulk, Ni is the
flux at the outer surface of the particles and ni denotes the amount of substance (in moles) of
each compound. For the particle area and diffusion flux is valid for catalyst particles of equal
sizes,
𝐴′ P = 𝑛P 𝐴P
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(44)

Elementary geometric considerations give the number of particles,
𝑛P =

𝑚cat
𝜌P 𝑉P

(45)

and the available surface area becomes
𝐴′ P =

𝑚cat (𝑠+1)
𝜌P 𝑅

(46)

The liquid volume is calculated by interpolation of the real experimental data, taking into
account the change of the liquid volume due to the alkali addition and sampling as described
by equation (27).
4.6 Diffusion coefficients
To estimate the numerical values of the diffusion coefficients for the components, the WilkeChang equation [40–43] was selected among the numerous models for the liquid-phase
diffusion coefficients. The experiments were conducted with a porous catalyst, and
consequently, the particle tortuosity and porosity will be used to obtain the numerical value
of the effective diffusion coefficient.
The solvent is considered as pure water, because the concentrations of sugars, sugar acids and
sodium hydroxide were low. The Wilke-Chang equation gives for the molecular diffusion
coefficient of a solute [40]
𝐷i =

7.4∗10−12 (𝜑𝑀)1/2 𝑇
𝜇(𝑉mi )0.6

m2/s

(47)

The effective diffusion coefficient is obtained from the mean transport pore model
according to [38]
(48)
𝜀P
𝐷ei = 𝐷i
𝜏P
The association parameter for water is φ=2.6, the temperature of the reaction is 343.15K and
the viscosity of the solution is 0.350cP [37]. The pore radius and the porosity are given by the
nitrogen physisorption analysis which are 5.5 nm and εP=0.39 respectively. The molar volumes
at normal boiling points of oxygen, sugars and sugar acids (Vmi) were calculated from the
atomic increments of Le Bas reported by Reid et al [40]. The tortuosity factor (τP) is used to
correct the diffusion coefficient for the non-linear structures of the pores; this property gives
an idea about the real paths through which the molecules diffuse. This value is difficult to
approach but some studies reports values from 2 to 3 for the alumina support [44,45]. Thus,
the tortuosity factor of τP =2.5 was assumed in further calculations. The numerical values of
the molecular and effective diffusion coefficients are collected in Table 5.
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Table 5. Molar volumes and diffusion coefficients of reactants and products.
i
Glucose
Gluconic acid
Arabinose
Arabinonic acid
Oxygen

Vmi
177.6
185.0
148.0
155.4
14.8

Di/(m2/s)
2.218*10-9
2.164*10-9
2.474*10-9
2.403*10-9
9.851*10-9

Dei/(m2/s)
0.3460*10-9
0.3376*10-9
0.3859*10-9
0.3748*10-9
1.5367*10-9

Before the final parameter estimation, the role of internal mass transfer was checked with the
Weisz-Prater criterion which relates the experimentally observed rate and the diffusion
coefficient as follows [32],
𝑟

𝜌

p
𝐹i = (𝜈i,obs
𝑅2) < 𝛽
𝐷 𝐶

(49)

i e𝑖 0i

where β≈0.3 to ensure the operation in the regime of intrinsic kinetics. Equation (49) is based
on generalized charts provided for the relation of the Thiele modulus and the effectiveness
factor [32]. The initial rates are obtained from the slopes displayed in Figure 11. After using
the effective diffusion coefficients listed in Table 5, the F-factors for the particle diameter 1
mm are listed in Table 6. The details of the calculations are provided in Appendix. The table
confirms that the diffusion resistances of oxygen and the sugars are prominent. In general, it
is necessary to have particles sizes below 0.1 mm to approach the conditions of intrinsic
kinetics. To suppress the diffusion limitations of oxygen, even thinner catalyst layers are
needed. The diffusion coefficients of the sugar acids are very close to those of sugar
monomers, which implies that the internal mass transfer also affects the product
concentrations inside the catalyst extrudates.
Table 6. Evaluation of internal mass transfer resistance.
i
Glucose
Arabinose
Oxygen

νi
-1
-1
2*(-1/2)

C0i/(mol/m3) Fi
72
11.71
72
6.999

0.1012

R=0.5*10-3m, ρP=2799.5 kg/m3, Dei from Table 5.
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4.7 Simulation results and discussion
The effect of internal diffusion was evaluated with the aid of the model equation (33) for the
catalyst extrudates. Orthogonal collocation (software Julia) was used to solve mathematical
problem, because it is a very suitable numerical method for the solution of problems in which
steep gradients are expected to appear. The initial state of the reaction system was
considered, since the diffusion limitations are strongest in the beginning of the experiment
when the oxidation rate is highest. The values of the rate constants were varied systematically
to obtain a view of the concentration profiles and concentration gradients inside the catalyst
extrudates. The effective diffusion coefficients listed in Table 5 were used in the simulations.
Some simulation results are presented in Figure 16, which displays the concentration profiles
of oxygen, the sugars and the sugar acids. Under the present circumstances, i.e. for the higher
values of the rate parameters displayed in Figure 16, very steep concentration gradients of
oxygen appear inside the catalyst particles, which implies that only the outer layer of the
particle is active during the oxidation process. The sugar molecules which diffuse towards
center of the catalyst particle cannot react further because of the lack of oxygen. The
simulations are in a complete accordance with the results obtained for the F-factor (Table 6),
which shows a big influence of the internal diffusion on the reaction.
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Figure 16. Simulated component concentrations inside the catalyst extrudates in the
beginning of the reaction.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The results confirm that gold represents a viable catalyst material for the oxidation of sugar
mixtures, both in the form of powder and extrudates. The experiments elucidated the
potential of the gold catalyst but also the disadvantages, i.e. the catalyst deactivation. The
main reason for catalyst deactivation was leaching of the active metal into the liquid phase.
One of the main goals was to study the interaction of intrinsic oxidation kinetics and the
internal mass transfer in the oxidation process of binary sugar mixtures. The experimental
results showed a very strong retarding effect of the internal mass transfer resistance inside
the catalyst particles. Kinetic and mass transfer models were developed to analyse the
interaction of intrinsic kinetics and internal mass transfer. The kinetic model proposed was
based on the competitive adsorption of the sugar monomers and oxygen. Adsorption of sugar
acids was neglected and molecularly adsorbed oxygen was assumed to be the active species
in the catalytic process. The adsorption steps were presumed to be rapid, whereas the surface
reactions were considered as slow steps, which controlled the rates of the oxidation and
isomerisation processes. Catalyst deactivation was included in the kinetic model with an
activity factor, which describes the decrease of the total number of active sites on the catalyst
surface.
The mathematical model described well the general behaviour of the oxidation of arabinose
and glucose mixture on the gold catalyst extrudates. The model could be refined by improving
the current method of analysis for the concentrations of each component, including the
ribulose as an isomerization product of arabinose and the by-products from glucose oxidation.
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Once the impact of internal diffusion on the sugar oxidation was revealed and the
experimental data along with the mathematical modelling gave a perspective for sugar
oxidation in a future continuous process, the next step could be to investigate the process in
a continuous reactor system. However, considering the high impact of the mass transfer
limitations in the oxidation process, the development of more efficient extrudate-type
catalysts, for example egg-shell catalysts for the oxidation of sugars would be crucial step for
achieving the feasibility in the future continuous processes.

NOTATION
A
a
C
D
F
H
h
K
k
L
M
m
N
N’
n
nP
P
Q
R
R
r
r’
s
T
t
V
V’
x
y
α
β

area
catalyst activity function
concentration
diffusion coefficient
dimensionless factor in Weisz-Prater criterion
Henry’s constant
parameter in Henry’s constant
adsorption equilibrium constant
rate constant
length of catalyst particle
molar mass
mass
flux
flux under intrinsic kinetic control
amount of substance
number of particles
pressure
objective function
reaction rate
radius of catalyst particle
consumption or production rate
intrinsic consumption or production rate
shape factor
temperature
time
volume
volumetric flow rate
dimensionless coordinate
upper limit of integration
exponent in catalyst activity function
limit in Weisz-Prater criterion
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ε
η
θ
μ
ν
ρ
τ
φ

porosity
effectiveness factor
fractional coverage
dynamic viscosity
stoichiometric coefficient
density
tortuosity
association factor

Subscripts and superscripts
cat
catalyst
e
effective property
est
estimated quantity
exp
experimental quantity
i
component index
j
time moment index
m
molar quantity
obs
observed quantity
P
particle property
v
vacant site
0
initial state, reference state
*
surface property
Abbreviations
Ara
arabinose (A)
AraO
arabinonic acid
Fruc
fructose
Glu
glucose (G)
GluO
gluconic acid
GluRO
glucuronic acid
Rib
ribulose
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Appendix. The role of internal diffusion in sugar oxidation
The overall density of the catalyst particle is calculated from
𝜌P = (1 − 𝜀P )𝜌Al2O3 + 𝜀P 𝜌L

(A1)

The density of Al2O3 is 3.95*103 kg/m3 and the density of the liquid was assumed to be 103
kg/m3. The porosity was experimentally determined to be 0.39. The overall density becomes
according to equation (A1) 𝜌P = 2.7995*103 kg/m3.
The bulk density of the catalyst in the reactor is
𝜌B = 𝑚cat /𝑉L

(A2)

The numerical values are mcat=1g and VL=0.25L giving 𝜌B = 4.0kg/m3. The ratio 𝜌P /𝜌B=700.
The curves in Figure 11 give the observed consumption rates of arabinose and glucose (i) as
follows,
𝑟′i = 𝑟i,obs 𝜌B

(A3)

According to the Weisz-Prater criterion,
𝐹i =

𝑟i,obs 𝜌p
𝜈i 𝐷e𝑖 𝐶0i

𝑅2

(A4)

which implies that
𝐹i =

𝑟′i 𝜌p
𝜈i 𝐷e𝑖 𝐶0i 𝜌B

𝑅2

(A5)

The initial rates and the F-factors for different particle radii are listed in Table A1 (0.1 mm,
0.5 mm, 1.0 mm).

Table A1. Evaluation of the role of internal diffusion in arabinose and glucose oxidation.
i
.

103r’i/νi
mol/(m3s)

109Dei
m2/s

c0i
mol/m3

Fi(0.1)

Fi(0.5)

Fi(1.0)

A
G
O2

1.1111
1.6667
2.7777

0.3859

72
72

0.2799
0.4680

6.998
11.70

27.99
46.83

0.1012

125.03

3126

12503

0.3460
1.5367
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